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Modern, original Gypsy Jazz in the spirit of Django Reinhardt. 13 MP3 Songs JAZZ: Swing/Big Band,

JAZZ: World Fusion Details: Tom Conway is the lead guitarist for Maui-based "Gypsy Pacific", an

acoustic jazz quartet specializing in gypsy jazz. This CD features all original, highly creative compostions

in the gypsy jazz style penned by Conway. "One of the first bands to grab my attention on Maui was the

band Gypsy Pacific. I have been a fan of Django Reinhardt since I first heard him  Stephane Grapelli with

the Hot Club Band from France. Tom Conway and his band play Django's music right along side the other

great Django bands - they can hold their own...and more! I know Django would be proud that his music is

so elegantly presented on the island of Maui  now for the rest of the world. Tom Conway's "No Fixed

Address" is a great CD." - Willie Nelson "On his new CD, Tom Conway once again exhibits a virtuosic

command of the Gypsy Jazz medium, while at the same time adding new interest to the genre through his

13 original compositions, thereby expanding the idiom's possibilities. Some great guitar work!" - Jorge

Strunz - Strunz  Farah "This is such an exciting, inspiring collection, you want to hear it again and again.

From the amazing rising and falling arpeggios, to the sly wit of the arrangements and compositions

Tommy Conway and his band have nailed it again. A must for lovers of the guitar and gypsy music". - Pat

Simmons - Doobie Brothers "Tom Conway's well crafted guitar work and original compositions in "No

Fixed Address" ranks from incredible to outrageous. The band and guitarist's explosive energy will take

the imagination through past and present, traveling to mystical forests, through the streets of Dublin, and

back around the world to the tropical paradise of Maui. It was a real joy to be part of this unique record,

performed by such talented musicians". - Dave Russell - Three time Grammy Award winning engineer for

Steely Dan "What a discovery!" - Hot Club News (Germany)
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